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PADUCAH KY.. MONDAY EVENING.JANUARY 28. 1907.

VOL. XXI NO.24

EXPLOSIONS KILL
OVER TWO HUNDRED

4

Horrible Deaths and Disasters
in Three Countries

4

Ammonia Tank Lets Go at Armour's
Plant and Rescuers Are RefIled
By Fumes.

IN GERMANY. AND • IN FRANCE.

CHINE DROWNED.
Hong Kong, Jan. 28.—TerriWe damage, accompanied by a
loss of over 100 lives was
wrought by a terrific rain storm
which swept this island. All the
Sketd.Are.A1tile4*. The *term
swamped over 50 native craft in
the river. Many steamers were
sot adrift.
LtX0RA FLOODED.
MeRiphis, Jan. 28.— A telephone message from
Luzern,
Ark., says the breaking of the
levee has entirely flooded the
town. No details were received
Luxora is 75 miles north of
Memphis and has a population
of 2,000.

MAYOR TO RESCUE
OF CITY SEWERS

RIVER STANDING;
CREST IS PASSING

Gives Order for Material When
Board Does Not Act

Condition of Wabash and Mis
sissippi Make Full Slow

A. Bundesman Is Sewer Inspector
But Official Records Recognize
A. Franke.

Rivermen Are Now Thinking of the
Spring Rise Which Is Scheduled
to Begin Soon.

STATEMENT OF TAN PRESIDENT

MF)LTED SNOW SWELIK STREAM.

Had not Mayor Yeiser come to
There is but one certain element
the rescue this morning, the sewer
in the present stage of the river and,
pumping station might have been sethat is, if the cold weather continues,
riously hampered In its work, if not
the river will go down. The river
stopped for lack of oil and waste for
rose seven-tenths of a foot in the
the engine.
279
..Total deaths in day
last 48 hours. From Saturday mornccording to A. Bundesman, sewer
ing to Sunday morning it rose sixinspector, Mr. James E. Wilhelm,
CbioagO, Jan. 28.—Nine men are
tenths, and from Sunday morning to
president of the board of public
dead and Oreven injured, some perthis morning one-tenth, indicating
works, declined lo give him an order
haps fatally, and two are missing, as
WAGE INCREASE.
s that a stand has been reached here.
for the supplies, saying he did not
Troy, N. 1%, Jan 28.— Two
the resuit of an explosion of the amThe stage this niorning was 45.7
recognize Mr. Bundesman's credenthousand employes of the iron
monia tank In the plant of Armour &
It is improbable that any sharp fail
tials.
company at the stock yards today.
company were notated that begin
will be registered for the next few
When Bundesman appeared at the
ning February 1 there will be a
Dfforts at rescue were futile on acdays. The Wabash river is high and
city hall and informed Mayor Yeiser
general increase in wages. Padcount of the fumes of ammonia.
will hold the Ohio up somewhat. At
of the urgency of the matter, Mayer
dlers will be given an advance of
the principal points above Paducah,
Yeiser made out an order for the
25 cents and the others will be
Two Hundred and Fifty Dead.
the river is failing rapidly, but as
supplies on his own responsibility.
Increased in proportion.
Berlin,Jan.28.—In an explosion to
the water'gets nearer the Mississippi,
"I do not usually interfere in these
day in a mine at Rflieden, near Essen,
which'though falling is Still high, the
departmental squabbles," mid Mayor
it is feared nearly 250 lives were lost.
BRYAN ON COAST.
celerity of recession is checked.
Yeiser, "and hereafter you will have
One hunred and sixty-five mutilatLos Angeles, "Jan, 28.—Wm.
Everything depends on the weathto look to the board, but I do not ined bodieS have already been lifted
J. Bryan arrived today on the
er. Should another rainy spell set in,
tend that a little matter like this
from the shaft. It is known that 110
Pacific coast. He was welcomed
within the next week, no limit to the
shall jeopardize the work of pumping
men are still in the mine and it is
by a committee of Democrats.
damage that might result is visible.
ou'l the sewers at this time."
feared all have perished. TwentyHe will speak tonight.
The cold weather has frozen up many
A Bundesman was elected sewer inthe men, horribly torn and bruised
small bayous and creeks beside stopspector by the, general council and
were taken to hospitals. Several will
GRAIN MARKET.
ping the rains. The water tied up
qualified. Afterward the board of
die. Scenes near Abe .mouth of the
in that way gives an oppartunity for
Public works appointed A. Fra.nke,
shaft when the news of the disaster
Cincinnati, Jan. 28.—Wheat,
the main channel to fall.
and a lawsuit followed, Bundesman,
was spread was heartrending. ,M4suly
77; corn, 40; oats, 40,
Hardly having recovered from the
Charles E.
with his co-defendant
daring rescues" were performed
by
suspension of the present rise, river
STEVENS,
JOHN
F.
WHO
WILL
BE
BOTH CRIER ENGINEER AND CHAIRMAN OF THE ISTHDeft marketmaster ,winning in the
miners, who rushed to the scene to
towns within less -than two months
MIAN CANAL COMMISSION.
circuit court.
assist their entombed comrades.
will be in the excitement of the reguWhen Theodore P. Shouts retires a cline-man of the Isthmian cannl commission in
An appeal has been taken but in
lar spring rise. It begins in March
March,
Chief
Engineer
the meantime Mr. Bundesman is the John F. Stevens will assume the dot;es of chairman and will be the supreme head of the canal
Twenty Killed.
and culminates in April usually. The
enterprise on
the isthmus.
sewer inspector.
Paris, Jan. 28.—Twenty miners
melting snows In the mountains not
Mr. Bandeaman Speaks.
are reported killed in an explosion of
only bring up the Ohio river, but the
'We had to have oil or shut down
lire damp which occurred
in the
Mississippi river goes out of sight
COMMITTEE OF WHOLE.
the engine at the pumping station,"
Isieven mine near Lille
and the Tennessee and Cumberland
eransorl.=..
Will Elect Twenty Directors said Mr. Bundesman. "If we should Councilmen and Aldermen
rivers become raging torents.
Meeting
stop the engine every cellar in PaLast April a stage of 40 feet was
HERO'S WIDOW REJECTS HELP.
Thursday Night January 31, ducah, practically, would be flooded In Joint Session Thin- Afternoon.
reached here. This Year the melting
Both boards of the general counand Smoker Will be Feature in a little while. The custom has cil are meeting in joint session, as
snows may be augmented by premaMrs. "Stonewall' Jackson Refuses a
self that he did not in hi? excited ture rains, following the conditions
been to go to Auditor Kirkland and
Pension of $100 a Month.
committee
of
the
whole
at
the
city
of Occasion
haste sell "the prize he drew from the of the present vise. Rivermen and
get a requisition for cdl or waste or
hall this afternoon. Mayor Yeiser iTom Gaines Given $860 For
whatever is needed. This time Mr.
mussel shell before he found out its farmers are beginning to wonder
Raleigh, N. C., Jan. 2e.—The senconvened them
at the request of
Gem He Picked l'p Last value.
Kirkland informed me that he had
where any rain will come from to
ate of North Carolina today received
members. T' finance committee is at
a letter from Mss. "Stonewall" Jack- H. ('. RHODES FOR PRESIDENT. received orders to issue no more re- odds over the police
Spring on City Dump at Foot Tom Gaines was In charge of a grow the crops of next spring and
apportionment.
quisitions unless directed to do so by
summer. The rise came last April
eon, declining to ateept a pension of
Poe Democras ask for $25,000 and
city dump cart last spring
and
of Clay Street
the board of public works. He told
without much unusual conditions.
$100 a month provided under a resothe Republicans for $21,000. There
while making a "dump" at Third
me to go to President Wilhelm. I
This fall and winter have been diflution introduced a few days ago.
of
meeting
Notices of the annual
may be a camprginise fixing the poand Clay streets noticed a black musferent in many ways. In November
"I most welcomingly appreciate the Paducah Commercial club to be did so and asked him for a requisi- lice force at 27 as it was in
1905, insel shell lying on the bank. Reposing
tion for oil and waste. Hessald. 'Mr.
this patriotic and loyal tribute to the
1-1114- JEWELER 'GM—IT Inside was It Pearl, its lulter the there was a rise to the 32-foot mark
held at the club headquarters Thursstead of-11,-wat present,
and to 10 feet in December. This
name of my hero-husband," sfhe says, day, January 31, have been sent out 13undesman, the board of public
brightest, and its size astonishing.
month with a stage of 45.7 further
"but I do not feel that I could
be by President Friedman. At this works does not recognize your auGaines took it to a local jeweler who
Recovers From Diphtheria.
carries out the difference and the rivJustified in accepting it. I am in- meeting 20 directors will be elected, thority to act as sewer inspector,and
grains.
said
the
gem
weighed
106
An old, black mussel shell, which
Dr. C. E. Purcell Sunday removed
er may hold bp to a high stage clear
formed that the laws. of North Can-o- and shortly after the directors will I cannot give you a requisition.'
from the throat of little Edwin curiosity prompted Tom Gaines, dri- Gaines refused an offer of $200 for until the end of spring. Always, big
must
'What
shall
I
do.
We
lina limit all pensions to those who
"I
said
convene and choose a president and
advertising
his
find
was
it,
and
after
Ward, of Lovelaceville a silver tube
have not $50e of personal property,
have oil and waste for the engine.'
water throughout the fall and winter
ver on the city flush tank, to pick up
secretary for the fiscal year beginning
visited by .J. H. Golden, a Memphis
to prevent
I which he had put in
make
extremely low water In the
and as I do not come under this law, in March. At the annual meeting a
"He replied, 'I do not know.
and pry open, made him $860 richer, dealer, who snapped it up without
death from diphtheria. The Ward
summer months. Extreme follows
respectfully request that the A:1111 be smoker and impromptu addresses are can do nothing for you.
and today 'he Is congratulating him- preliminary dickering for $860.
extreme.
withdrawe."
"Then I went to the mayor and boy was nearly dead and the operausually features. Mr. H. C. Rhodes,
as
tion
known
"tracheotomy"
saved
The water practically has put the
the
situation.
He
gave
me
Mrs. Jackson suggests that the Pro- first vice •president, and one of Padu- told him
SHAKESPEAREAN CHARACTERS.
DIED
BECAUSE
WIFE
his life. He Is considered practically
coal docks of the Pittsburg Coal
posed pension be appropriated for the cah's representative business tnen, a requisition at once.
company out of service. The scales
relief of destitute widows of Oonfed- Is most prominently mentioned, to suc"Had I Simply depended on the out of gang r.
It Is Believed John Bell Murdered Subject of Address by Mr. Norman
at the top of Washington street levee
orate veterans. The bill calling for ceed President Friedman.
board of public works the cellars
Hackett.
the Surgeon.
are under water. The-Bettie Owen's
Twelve Firemen Miming.
the pension was withdrawn from the
would have been flooded."
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 28.-- Fire
landing
makes It almost impracticacalendar
Withelm's Statement.
Pres.
Mr. Norman 'lacked, leading man
THERE WAS SHOOTING.
New York, Jan. 28.--In John Bell,
ble to get to the boat in a wagon and
President Wilhelm, of the board of which started in Senrea building eardeteetives believe they have the man for Me. Louis James, and the Mr.
the
difficult on foot. Others is the river
public works, stated, when seen in ly' today practically destrpyed
the Ford in "The Merry Wives of Windwho Saturday morning entered
Lloyd Smith and Mill Men Engage in
presents merely a question Of degrees
regard to the matter:
structure. The loss is half a mil:ion.
home of Dr. Charles Wilmot Town- sor," is lecturing on Shakespearean
Fight.
Bundesman called oh It is believed 12 firemen were burnIn
the inconvenience occasioned.
"When
_Mx..
afsend, of Staten Island, and fatally characters at ,the High school this
New light recently thrown on the
me for an order, I said, 'Mr. Bundes- ed in trie ruins. Five firemen were taAt Shawneetown.
wounded the physician while in bed ternoon.
disappearance of Lloyd Smith from
man, the board of public works hats ken out alive after the walls fell.
Slhawneetown, III., Jan
2.8.—The
beside his Wife. Bell was arrested
the Milliken mill section on the Oak
not recognized you in the eapaeity of
situation is extremely eritiesal today.
Tariff Conference Ends.
last night. It is claimed Bell was
Station road, shows that he had a
sewer inspector and I have no auBerlin, Jan. 28.—Conferences of Provisions are becoming scarce and
bitter Levard the physician because
fight. with men of the Milliken mill
thority to give you an order.'
hie wife died after en operation per- the American and German tariff none can be brought in. It will be
eeption, and that they retutned the
It was announced semi-officially
"The situation is .111si this--during
conthillefloners ended Friday. S. N. D. two weeks before a train can enter.
formed by Townsend.
young man. The
this afternoon that the glass plant are, striking the
the interims between meetings of the
North, who was head of the Ameri- Coal is almost gone. If cold weather
father claims to have received a letdeal is consummated and althcnign
board, the president is given certain
can delegation, will sail Wednesday continues a famine will exist in a
Phillips Plant Burns. .
ter from the eon, and Detective T. J.
there are a few sunecriptions
reREAD
discretionary authority in order that
Moore quit searching for the missing
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 28.— The for the United States. James L. Ger- few days.
maining to be collected, it is assured
be imdepartmental
work
may
not
youth, although the Sate offered
plant
of the Phillips' Publishing com- ry, Nahum J. Stone, the other delethat Mr. Henry Finley will move his
peded, and to meet emergencies: but
WAGON RUNS OVER AIM.
reward of $20.0 for the boy's recovpany was destroyed lay fire today. gates may stay here to complete the
plant here from Leitchneld, Ill. It is
where the board le on record, as in
ery
The loss is a million and insurance translation and certification of the
understood that the Decker, Farley
this case, recognizing A. Franke es
protocols.
Samuel Gordon Will Recover From
half a million.
plant In Mechanicsburg will be the
sewer inspector and not Mr. BundesIn Bankruptcy.
Him Injuries.
site of the glass factory.
man, I coulil not de anything. The
Cecil Reed, trustee In the bankofficial
action
hoard has taken no
ruptcy of the estate of the E. RebSamuel H Gordon, 32 years old.
ANTI-SAIJOON RALLY.
since the case was decided in the cirkopf Saddlery company, this mornof
71,3 North Eighth street, driver
an'd
the
appeal
taken,
and
cuit court
to bring suit
for the 0. W. Robertson & Sons lee
Twenty-Five Hundred Churches In ing was Instructed
the records show, that as far as the
against E. Rehkopf, Individually to
company, lies at Riverside hospital.
Illinois Teke Part.
betted of public works is concerned,
recover $60,000, the excess of inIts the result of a fall from his ice
A. Franke is sewer inspector.
I
van Saturday afternoon near Tenth
Springfield, Ill., Jan. 28.—Sunday debtedness over the capital stock shell bring up the matter at the next
treacherous
tinder
the
rhstallment
once
he
went
Playing
In
the
is
dangerous
Assert'
The First
and Adams streets, Two
wheels
Anti- $100,000.
was "field day" for the
meeting of the board."
for children in some parts of Padu- covering, but fortunately in his stout
be is
In
Illinois.
Saloon !league of
in Today's Issue
glen 'his head broke through. He was passed over him. Today
cah"' just now, and Walter Berry, the
New badge, for the policemen
nearly 2,500 churches of the state,
rescued by his father, who stretched much better, and the injuries to the
UNIQUE CAFE AUCTION.
men
12
extra
and
the
today
arrived
eight-year-old
son of Marion Berry,
sermons were preached in favor of a
out acrdss the ice, while another spine are of little consequence. He
bill 44 be presented to the legislature put on January 1 were given new
of 1134 South Fourth street, was man held his heel., lest lie, too, be will recover.
PAGE SEVEN
also Trustee 'Realizes $205 From Total
this week making the licensing of badges. City Jailer Tom Evitts
nearly drowned in a lot adjoining precipitated in the backwater.
Salem.
liquor traffic optional with tall coun- received his new badge.
WOOD ON ROOF ON FIRE;
his home yesterday morning. Backties,. Mutikipallties and their subdiENDANGERS BELVIRDER4
water t6 the depth of four feet has
Saturday afternoon the auction
officer., district
visions. General
coiered Mneh of the territory around
restausale
of
stock
in
the
'Unique
leaders and league workers in genet&
emaasta
Pleats of wood left by carpenters'
-1Fourth and ftusband streets, and
rant and cafe was held by Trustee A.
There is only one kind or
occupied pulpits al lover the state
Increasing
on
the roof of the Belvedere Hotel
WEATHER
—
skate
oft
it
went
out
to
,Walter
Berry
.
Four Ate Dead.
newspaper circulation Materna* E. Boyd and realized $295. At priend explained the work tit the leaarte.
cloudiness and warmer nettled.
eatig-nt fire shortly before 9 o'clock -A
crash
of
breaking
Ice
yesterday
until
28.---Not
Jan.
, Dover, N. II
vate Sale the trustee sold $102 worth
that Is worth any consider-talon
Tuesday probably snow, %firmer.
last night from a spark from the
for help brought
of stock, making the total derived today did the fire which consumed and an agonized cry
and that in the daily detailed
Skating on marshes and small
chimney, and fire company, NO. 1,
The highest temperature resteranother
man
to
the
his
father
and
Manufactor14,4,411
both
zni,-.4
Coeheco
from
11**41
the
the mill of
statement.° The Sun is the only
pools or water on thattutakirts of
day, 214; lowest today, 17.
extinguished the blase. Insuranee
scene, where Walter was struggling
ties of the restatefilipte $2,500 lag company burn Itself out. The
Paducah paper printing such a
the City attracted many boy skaters
Commissioner Rose and Inspector W.
with
desperation
to
keep
els
head
The
at
$2.000,400.
estintsted
with $1,500 asserts,
tieing in loss Is
statement.
Sunday. The sun in Iteti the surface
J. McPherson will %ete roofs in the
edge of the
mortgage'. This leaves an excess of dead Is estimates! at .fotte alth .neb sibrive the Water. The
of the ire in the aft noon, and put
business district swept clean.
it,
grasped
and
when
he
crumbled
ice
,
iethealtins.
be
other -bodies may
liabilities.
a stOp to their sport.

THREE HORRORS.
German mine explosion
French mine explosion
. Chicago tank explosion

tk

CHOLERA AMONG JAI'S.
Washington, Jan., 28.— An
epidemic of cholera has broken
out among the Japanese fishermen'in the Philippines. During
the last week, of which the authorities here have received any
records, 150 caries were discovmaxi with 79 deaths.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

250
20
9

K

COMMERCIAL CLUB
ANNUAL SESSION

Pearl of Great Price Found in Mussel
Shell is Disposed of by Lucky Finder

a.

•

GLASS PLANT DEAL
IS CONSUMMATED

r4s

The
Masquerader

pit

Almost Drowned in Backwater Near
His Home Was Little Walter Berry
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'
mon strength numercially as well as
GOOD WORK
In quality of its integral parts. But
Done Daily in Paducah—alany Cal- "Salorny Jane" has registered a hit
of such proportions that the crowd
BOTH PHONES 548.
a-cm Tell of It.
Nearly every reader nits
its heard of at the Weal.* clamoring for *eats
Kidney Pills. Tneir good far ill advance Is already large and
RARA
vork in Paducah still continues, and of such eagerness as to indicate that
our citizens are constantly adding en- the demand for this newest Robson
Drofnah, in the brief role of Portia,
AT THE KENTUCKY.
dorsement by public testimony. No drama will be both imperative and
Monday Night, Louis James in "The adds a touch of grace and sweet woFirst Time Here
better proof of merit can be had than long continued. The story of the
manliness to the picture.
Merry Wives of Windsor."
tete experience of friends and neigh- play is based upon some of the Itret
Memphis Commercial Appeal of
Tuesday Night, "Hooligan's Trou.
Harte sketches, and a !lumber of the
bors.. Read this Case:
Friday, December 28, 19.06: Charles
hies."
charactens
first made famous by that
LivingsNewbern,
Jones.
of
C.
B.
'Wednesday Night, Charles B. Hand- B. Hanford, one of the few Shakeston county, Ky., write.: "I had back- gifted ronlalatettst are revived in the
pearean actors left to the stage
ford, in -Julius Caesar."
ache for seven years and I sought for flesh in this instance. We have in
worthy of consideration, appeared at
' Supported by
a long time something to caeck the addition to "SaloMy Jane" such perRecent Criticism.
the Lyceum theater last night, preNellie tic:Henry, Norman Hackett, , Saturday's Memphis Commercial senting "Julius Caesar." It is a day excessive flow of the kidney secre- soaages as Colonel Starbottle, Yuba
was Bill, Jack Hamlin and several more,
tions, but found no relief. I
Aphie Jame' and a veritable
of decadence and the shades of the
Appeal says of Louis James:
and tor the most part capitally played. by
all
day
backache
the
weak,
had
With tenting sleet beating from classic drama have been falling fast,
man
night kr 40 years. I could not sleep the actors into whose heads they
the north and a wind that carried an chiefly because of the absence of playand .was abottt giving up all hare been given. Miss Robson's perPresenting
well
eastern dial with it, last night was ers willing to devote the time, intelup an
hope of ever being relieved for I actuation of the heroine Is the incarnot a propitious one for theater-go- ligence, and study required to- proShakespeare's Charming Comedy
and tried•ev- netion of sweet simplicity and will be
consulted
doctors
had
ing'. Many people braved the ele- duce them. It is a mistake to, think
erything I could get hold of. When I highly valued as an addition to the
ments, however, in order- to witneas the public does not appreciate the
may
first saw your advertisement in one long list of roles she has so charmLouis Jatnes in "The Merry Wiees of Shakespearean drama. In the forum
Delmore
ittgly
Ralph
invested.
papers I concluded to try
Windsor," at the Lyceum theater. scene and in Marc Antony's oration of the
Dean's Kidney Pills, and I got a makes a rough and ready Yuba Bill,
There were but few vacant seats and Mr. Hanford atoused a Memphis ausuppl}:„ I found to mit-loy that_ they an ideal stage driver ofethe early Calthe andreace -represented the hest ine 41ennen-40ft nigiel-ae-itettnte-enon-been
gave me great relief. I was entirely ifornia days. Reuben Fa is a droll
terests of the city. It was essential- aroused this season.
freed from pain and also from the and peppery Colonel Starbehtle, what
ly a cultured audience and one that
Mr. Hanford last night showed his
temptirregularitiee which had annoyed me fighting blood is perpetually up, and
A production complete to the most enjoyed every minute oif the per- audience how really beautiful the so much. That was over five months so on all down•theelizia. Mr. Armreceived
Jarnei
never
formance. Mr.
English language is. He also showed
ing
minute detail.
-ago, and I have not had a headache strong, the dramatise: has caught the
a .more cardial indorsement than the what a master of this language
creations,
of
the
Hare
full
spirit
this
suffered
in
although I had
Cosh ma Chem
Steamy
Musk one given last night. His wonderful Shakespeare was, and the combina- since,since
I was a small boy. I have and Liebler & Company have vastly
more tion affeeted those who heard it way
never-before
was
versatility
PRICES
recommended the „pills to 50 differ- helped in the net result by furnishconvincingly iliu-Aratede No actor on tvonderfullye
All down stairs
$1 50
persons, some of them in Padu- ing a stage production that is altoent
the stage today has evinced a talent
Mr. Hanford appeared last evening
73e,
Si,
50c
a great many have report- gether-typical in a material sense and
Balcony .
of such unlimited scope, and none as Marc Antony, the part he played cah, and
atmosphere in an impalpable but
35e, 25c have Olaim to sech a diversity of with Booth and Barrett. It is a ed to me the good results they have
Gallery
none the less convincing way.
them."
using
derived
from
characters, we:1 inayed. His Falstaff, splendid portrayal he gives of the
E. H. Sothern ana Julia sMarlowe,
from
like
this
more
proof
Plenty
as given last night, will receive a character. He has beautiful repose
Paducah people. Call at Alvey & at the Lyric theater, have entered
chapter unto itself. There has been and dignity for the less
75c Pants reduced to
Lisia. drug store and ask, What cus- upon what will entirely without quesnothing offered this season so entirevigorusment,
he carries conviction
in
tion prove to be one of the very
report. ly worthy of Memphis people's sup- person and manner at those points tomers
Here's a Good One.
$1.00 Pants reduced to
For sale by al: dealers. Price 50 great engagements of the season in
port, and those who braved the ele- calling for seppressed dramatic inNew
York.
They
began
boldly
Buffalo,
Co.,
Foster-Milburn
cents.
1.50 Pants reduced to
ments Were .more than compensated. tensity and he rises to his full height
for the Unit- enough by announcing that their curMuch might be written of Mr. in force and spirit at 'those times New York, sole agents
2.00
Pants reduced to ......
tain would rise promptly at 7:30 In
James' performance. Critical stu- when life and fire are &emended. His ed States.
et,
during
to
"John
'the time alletned
Remember the name— Doan's —
3.00 Pants reduced tg
dents of the play watched him close- orations over the body of Caesar apd
•
e
the Baptist," an hour/when that lash.
ly at the Lyceum last night. There again at Caesar's funeral are mas- end take no other.
4.00 Pants reduced to
lobabIean.a New Toil'teal * which
were men in the audience and wom- terpieces.
the
'following
is
netherrantarlewe
the
titanz
poser's torte paintinge. At
en, too, who knew their Shakespeare
5.00 Pants reduced to
An Interesting Fact.
largely drawn is just eartaking of
well. They noted the perfect poise
An Englishman of wealth and re- emotion caused by the suggestive
the first or second course of its pro6 00 Pants reduced to
of his impersonation. Physically and neon—graduate of degrees from Ox- realism of the score was so tense as
longed and functional dinner, Other
vocally Mr., James is the ideal Fal- ford—and student of "the times of to be painful. At other times the
7.00 Pants reduced to
managers have found it hard enough
staff, but last night he 'hosed that today," or as Walter Bessant would grace, witchery and sensuousness of
in
conscience
all
to
induce
patrons
8.00 Pants reduced,to
Intellectually and from a purely dra- tall it all sorts and conditions of the music were resistless.
Possibly the most popular episode from the 400 to come sauntering int•
matic point of 'view he also fulfills men it is said was the oeiginal of a
the playhouse as early as twenty
every expectation of the character. now famous caricature cartoon
so In "Salorne" will be the "Dance of
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them in point of fact don't get there
admitted in advance. The burly form, He desired to know (from experience) and languorous accompaniment. It
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the raund, ruddy face,the rimy fringe what treatment a "character tramp" was partly danced by Mme. Fremstad
fancy, therefore, that for the ceurse
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Baptist" run the aumerry eyes: the rows of es-en teeth, don police. This character, which he throughout as Salome), anti partly of the "John -the
ditorium of the Lyric will be rather
the strong, well-developed voice, the essayed eventually attracted newspa- by 'Miss Froehlich. Mme. Fremstad
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With the,original Hooligan Arthur 0, pompons, gross, selfish animal de- per attention in the police courts and made
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elan. The first impre4sion he leaves.
makes 'ern all whistle, sing, roar and character and conspicuous merit. Be- the funny papers—and eventually the was impressive as Sokanivan. Miss
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fore the performance was half cen- PlaYS Hooligan's Troubles. Hooli- Marion Weed made an acceptable
shout.
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chided Mr. James had banished all gan's Troubles, the comedy by Mark Herodias. and M, Dippe1 gave relief tore and circumstantial need of a
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doubt. His humor was both unctu- E. Swan, has held the boards for five to the poetical part of the young ehave and haircut... Indeed, the parous and satirical. He interpreted a years in this country, and is good for Syrian. All these artists were in fine oxysmal yearnings of the, bewitching
Salome for this frowey and ultra-virtmind that was merry, but one in five more. The origina: number one
uous male person is one of the things
which merriment contained a tinct- company, Mosely & Rockwell, preAt times the audience seemed
no man of reasoning mind may sue-1
ure of scorn,
and
ausent Hooligan's Troubles at The Ken- amazed by the strangeness
explain. 01 course Mr.
cessfully
Mr. Jamesis splendidly supported tucky Tuesday night. The company dacity, not onlY of the drama, but of
Incorporated
Sothern plays the part with dominatThe Eminent Actor
by a company entirely worthy of him, includes the original Hooligan. Ar- the music as well.
ing intelligence, and his fine individand even to the smaller characters thur 0. May, the original Freckles,
Capital
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nal personality penetrates after a
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Opera
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tiresome in spite of Mr. Sothern's art
ery partieular. It was instinct with
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New York, Jan.
— For the first
and the highly trained witchery of
pure comedy. She shared with the time in this country Richard Strauss'
New York, Jan. 2S.—In "Salomy
Lai
courteous treatment.
presence.
star in the enjoyments of the two musical setting of Oscar Wilde's one- Jane,''the new western play produced Miss Marlowe's graceful
MISS MARIE DROFNAI4 scenes in the Garter Inn, and was so
The play deserves a place in the back
act play, "Salome," was given at the by Eleanor Robson on Saturday night,
tow
of the repertoire, and it will
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
effervescing that the audience
was Metropolitan opera house last night. the management has a stage work
always amused. 'She was quite irre- Wilde wrote the Play "Salome" for which it will find difficult of dislodg- probably recede to that point in due
In a Notable Produdioo of
• Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, bat the Lon- ment before the end of the theatrical ouree.
sattible.
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 °CLOCK.
At the Grand Opera House
Aphie James was a most mischiev- don censor forbade its presentation season. It has been the frequently
we
ous and winsome Mrs. Ford, while there. Notwithstanding the fact that Weed intention cf Liebler & corn- have "Coming Thro' the Rye," which
Third and Broadway
charlotte Lambert as Mrs. Page, was thee usual prices were doubled,' the my, under whose direction
Miss has been devloped into a first rate
no lees entertaining. The wives were audience was limited only by the ca- fleasson is playing all this season at success since its original presentawell named merry', for they more pacity of the Metropolitan.
the. Liberty theater, to matte frequent tion in New York at the Herald
than sustained their right to be so
The opera occupied over an hour productions in order that. the_oharm- Square theater months ago, when
40 People in the Cast 40 called.
and forty-five minutes. It Was pre- ing young American actress may here the critics regarded it with manifest
Norman Hackett, an
admirable ieded by a concert, during which all after possess a repertoire of uncom- disdain. In the - interval it has toured
the country at large, and has been
whose reading Is alivaye a de- the Mars of the Metropolitan Opera
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goes
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when I serve you. We
of the large audiences that have atfectly defined and graceful in its ar- beautiful one —represented a terrace
give propill personal attention It all times.
tistic contour. Other members of on a palace of Herod Antipas above
tended its progress at the Grand Opthe cast were most acoeptable.
era House thus far in the single week
the banqueting hall, In which Herod
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of its stay on that stage.
Haterd'ot Marc Antony.
sits carousing with Herodias and les
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Round faced, rotund eyed and peBeyond, bathed
criticiems of Mr. Hanford's produc- in moonlight, lie the Judean hills and
tite Paula Edwards has been "doing
tion of "Julius( Caesar" of interest to plains.
things" at her old
professional King." is a Frencn piece that has Music where for _a solid month the
Paducah theater-goers :1n d Shakeshome, the Casino, during the past, arrived in this country via hoodoo. drama of California life. by Davie
Amid these surroundings Salome
pearean scholars.
two or three weeks, with the musi- It encountered the canine test at Beittsco and Jonn Luther Long, Vac
makes her impassioned advances to
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Courier-Journal
of. .lokanaan (as Wilde calls John the
cal comedy called "The Princess Beg- Rochester the other night, where drawn literally stupendous audiTuesday. October 9, 1906: Charles Baptist), and at last, anei dancing
gar" especially constructed for her there seemed to be no material divi- ences. Following Miss Rates there
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use. Miss Edwardes was one' of the sion of opinion as to its unfitness for will be four weeks of David Wargagement at Macauley's last evening. his incestuous wife and his picturesyontiger favorites of the altogether Ainerican audiences. It ,is but fair to - field at the Academy ip "The Maine
presenting Shakespeare's immortal quely attired covetlers. asks for the
uncommon company assembled
by Mr. Savage to say that his personal Master."
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drama, "Julius Caesar." The drama head of the Precursor who had
George W. Letterer for the Casino, judgment Is in no sense involved,for
reEllen Tetry's three weeks' engagewas presented to a good ,sized audi- fused her caresses.
where she "made good" -Vita a de- the attraction doesn't belong to him,
ment at the Empire theater ,begins
ence and certainly to a gathering each
There are three episodes in the
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Special Sale of

TO=NIGHT

Men's and Boys'
Trousers

Louis James

Every
knows that there is nothing quite so effective for bracing
old suit as a pair of odd trousers. For
a trifling cost you
get several
months good service our of that coat
and vest. Same thing for the boys
going to school; rough work on boys'
pants, as mothers know. The
reductions below apply to men's
and boys' trousers and also to boys'
knee pants in our Children's Depart:
ment. Come in and see what we are
offering; get the habit, for our bargains are always real ones.

ALL STAR CAST'

l

The Merry Wives
of Windsor

Tuesday Night, Jan.29

.43
.75
$1.13
1.50
2.25
------ 3.00
3.75
4.50
5.25
....
6.00

•

This cut also applies to all Knee
Pants in our Children's Department.

HOOLIGAN'S TROUBLES

1e8

• Wednesday Night, Jan. 30
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CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

CHARM B. HANFORD

Julius Caesar

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
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SCEPTICAL PEOPLE.
A'ho Question the Authenticity of
Vinol Testimoniale should Read
the Following:

•

CHARM REED

•
,

'

•

only the purest, freshest drama
enter our peeseriptions is, that
with our large and growing
bueinese, We are abit' to turn
over our 'stock of medicines,
chenticale and pharmaceutical
preparations a dozen times A
year, there a smaller druggist can
move his supplies
only once or twice. IA this
*a 3r
•r preser I pt I on• her
fresh, potent and of dependal-le quality and are sure to
act as your physician expects.
Extreme care is given each
pregeript Ion by competent. mg-.
Istered clerks, and our careful
aystem
checking
Mentes
against mietakee.

adway

"I suppose," said Singleton, "that
you sometimes long for a little excitement to relieve the monotony of
married life?" "On the contrary.'
replied Westlerly. "I frequently lqng
for a little monotony to relieve th4
excitement"— Chicago Newt,.
ALL THIS Vi'tistED
Is • stage, and Ballard's Snow Linta most prominent part. It
plays
ment
has no superior for Rheumatism, stir
joints, cuts, 'meninx, and all pain& Buy
it. try it and you will alWays use it.
Anybody who has lased Renard's. Saow
Liniment is a ertiof of what it does.
Tiny a trial bottle Ste. Sec and $1.00.

Timer

eimminemnise

Ruck,9hillipstiVo.
219..223 Bruetc..1way.

Where- God Makes Revelations
to His Church
The Rev. W. T. Boling Discusses
Milder View of the Work
Sunday Morning.

TEXT

FROM.

ISAIAH

XL-9.

Folleming is -a—synopsis of a sermon
?reached by Rev. W. T. Bolling at
,roadway Me;hodist church, on SimeGb
la; morning from Isaiah
7
.ion, thou that bringeth good tids
logs, get thee upon the high moune
1ain."

&leION
4011.

LILLIAN LANCASTER,

The great prophet, with inspired
vision, was sweeping the avenues of
epming time and beholding the development of the corning kingdonoof
Christ and here cries out in exnortation to the church to prepare herself for the great work assigned her
in proclaiming. the "good tidings or
great joy." Two propositions are here
presented, relating to privilege and
tesponsibility, which we should carefully and seriously consider, especiof
conditions
ally under present
vast opportunity for effective work in
expanding the kingdom of our Lord.

The talented Paducah girl, who appears at The Kentucky tonight As
(a) The mission of the church is
Sweet Annie Page, tn Louis Jitiiii•s' Production of "The Merry to proclaim the good tidings, con'Wives uf Windsor."
tained in the gospel, unto men.

NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.

The church is Cnrist's vehicle for
this purpose, under the great command: "Go ye therefore teaching
whatsoever I have commanded you,
and lo I am with you always, even
unto the end of .the world."

Vlearance in `Cur

5hoe Separtment
In our general Clean-up Sale you will find many
seasonable, serviceable shoes, broken in widths
and sizes; just as vood for you, if your size is here,
and desirable for us to eliminate, as we need the
space now for spring arrivals.
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the press gallery. Neither will dis- and he ye separate ealth the Lord
cuss theft- former differences.—Wasti- or she cannot find the secret places e.
God "In the mountain of His hoi
ington Herald.
Harbour's Department Store.

Vhi1dren'6 eggingg

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Prices in Benito! Work Until
April 1st.

SCHOOL BOOKS AND
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man

Dr. King
Brooks
„,„TIsT.
steel) and Brotteaset.

At

Strheeribe for' The flan.

negiff:: the' mountain view I. ccie

'HUMMEL BROS. INSURANCEuPhone279

McPherson's
Foga

MOUNTAIN PEAKS
IN CHRISTIANITY

SENATORS'.TERMS
EXPIRE IN MARCH

Last season we published a letter
'from the Rev. George W, Ruland,
he stated Majority of Thiety are Re
Keene, N. H., in wnich
that he did not believe there was
turned by Their States
which
could
medicine
any other
and
(salmi the health restoring
strength creating properties of the
Name of New Faces Who Appear in
cod liver oil preparation, Vinol, as
Upper House When Next Conwas
than
more
him
for
done
it had
press Convenes.
claimed for it.
The authenticity of this 'statement
•
was evidently doubted by a resident
of New Haven, Conn., as the follow- BAILEY MAY .A8K LEADERSHIP
ing correspondence watrid indicate:
Rev. Geo. VV. Ruland, .
Dear Sir: Will you kindly inform
Washington. Jan. 28.— The perme if the enclosed Vinol testimonial
sonnel
of the United States senate is
from you is genuine, and greatly
to be considerably changed as a reoblige
mit, of the elections that havp taken
Y-ours respectf
peace in the legialaturei or numerous
E. L. AUSTIN.
states during the. past two weeks.
-250 Orchard St., New Haven, Conn.
The choice has now beep made in
(Rev. Geo. W. Ruiand's- reply. )
practically all of the states, thus
. E. L. Austin,
making it possible to draw a lineup
' Dear Sir: Replying to your courof
the membership of the upper
sayin
teous inquire I take pleasure
house as it will stand after the ading YES. the testimonial is genuine,
journment of the preAent session.
and I would add more emphatic
The 30 senators whose terms wil:
words to express my confidence in
expire
March 3. are the late Russell
nerve tonic
Vinol as a blood and
A. Alger, of Micnigan, J. Frank Aland a safe restorative.
lee of Delaware, Augustus 0 Bacon
Ycurs respectrullY.
Of Georgia, J. S. C. Blacieburnof KenGEO. W. RULAND.
tucky, Henry E. Burnham of New
Cer local druggist, W. B. McPherHampshire, Edward W. Carmack of
son, says: "Vinol is simply the meWilliam A. Clary of MonTennessee,
a
in
oil
dicinal elements of cod liver
tana W. Murray Crane of Massachuconcentrated form, the useless oil
setts, Shelby M. Cullom of Illinois,
eliminated and tonic iron added, and
Jonathan P. DoltIver of Iowa, John
if it fails to create strength and
Dryden of New Jersey, Fred T.DuF.
peodebilitated
health for run-down,
hots of Idaho, Stephen B. Elkins dt
ple. old peop.e, weax, sickly women
West Virginia, Murphy I. Foster of
and children, nursing, mothers, and
Louisiana, William J. •McLaurin of
after a severe sicknesS, or if it fails
o:
Mississippi, Thomas S. Martin
to core a hacking cough, chronic
Virginia Joseph H. Millard of Necold. throat. or brOnchial_trouisle we
-ritilia,- Tolin
liforgan of
will return every cent paid for it."
Knute Nelson of Minnesota, Thomas
W. B. M'PHERSONe Druggist.
M. Patterson of Colorado, Furoifold
Note— While we are sole agents
M. Simmons of North Carolina, Benfor Vino! in .Paducah, it Is now for
jamin. R. Ti man of South Carolina.
sale at the leading drug store in
Francis E. Warrep of Wyoming and
nearly every town and city in the
Is.P. Wetmore of Rhode
George
Vinol
agency
the
for
country. Look
land.
in your town.
The following return: Bailey of
Texas, Bacon of Georgia, Burnham
of New Hampshire, Crane of Massachusetts, Frye of Maine. Wetmore
of Rhode Island, Cullom of Illinois,
Dolliver of Iowa, Elkins, of West Virginia, Foster of Louisiana, Gamble of
CONOF
APPOINTED TRUSTEE
Soutn Dakota, Gearin of Oregon, McFEDERATE ROME.
Latirin of Mississippi. Martin of Virginia. Nelson of Minnesota, Simmons
of North Carolina, Tillman of South
Goveenor Beckham Announces His Carolina,' Warren of WYotning, and
New Board With Prominent
Morgan of Alabama.
Paducaltan in List.
Other states elected the following:
Kansas, Charles Curtis; e Arkansas,
Jeff Davis; Tennessee, Bob Taylor;
Montana Joseph M. Dixon; Idaho,
Hon. Charles Reed. of this city
William E. Borah; Nebraska, Morris
has been appointed trustee of the
Brown: Colorado, Samuel GugenConfederate Home at Pewee Wiley.
helm; Michigan, Alden Smith; DelaThe new boarc1.1V:'
ware, Harry Richardson; Kentucky,
For terms of six years—Col. Ben- Judge Paynter.
nett H. Young and Andrew M. Sea,of
Senator!' Embarrassed,
Louisville; C. L. Daughtry, of BowWaihington, Jan. 2S.—Democratfc
ling Green; Dr, W. F. Beard, of Shel- senators are disturbed over a report
byville; W. N. Bumpus, of Owens- that Senator Bailey is to return to
boro.
Washington before 'March 4 and ask
For terms of five years--IVIlliam a vindication at the hands of his parA. Milton, set Louisville; Gen. Fay- ty colleague's in the snape of elecette Hewitt, of Frankfort; Garrett S. tion as minority leader.
Wall, of Maysville; George MattingThe senatorial term of Mr. Blackle. of Bardstewn, and Charles Refd, burn of Kentucky, chairman of the
in
.of Paducah.
Democratic caucus will expire
1
The new appointees are Messrs. 'March. He was chosen a year ago at
Milton, Wall and Reed. All of the which time MP. Bailey stated positively that he would not accept tne
others named are reappointments.
office if it were tendered him.
Mr. Cuiberson the senior senator
wily
Should your baby suffer? When he is from Texas, was urged to be a canfretful and restless, don't experiment
on him and use any old thing your didate for the place at the same
neighbor recommends. Buy a bottle of time. At least one Democratic. senaWhite's Cream Vermiftige, greatest
known worm medicine and cure for all tor is not on speaking terms with
children's diseaseS. It le mild in its
actionPf builds up th• system, makes the brilliant Texan.
thin. puny babies fat. Mrs. .1. C.
Smith, Tama*, Fla.., writes: "My baby
The Charming Woman.
was thin and sickly, could not retain
its food and_cded all night. I used Is not neceeearliy one of perfect forrn
one bottle of White's Cream Vermituge
and in a few days baby was laughing and features. Many a plain woman
happy and well."
who could never serve as an vest's
Sold by all druggists.
model, posses.es those rare qualities
that
all the world admires; neatness,
In
persons
There are only ten
Frace whose fortunes aggregate more clear eyes, clean, smooth skin and that
than $25.0.00040; there, are 100 who sprightliness of step and action that
have $2,00,0.001) or over. 6,000 who accompany good_ health. A physicalpossess $350.0,0to, and less than lt),- ly weak woman is never attractive,
property valued at not even to herself. "electric Bitters
00e) who own
reatore weak women; give strong
$200,000.
nerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety
skin, beautiful complexion. Guaran
teed at all druggists, 50c.
THE REASON WHY
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

ram soca morn,
tucky. This state passed just such a
law, but its operations are limited to
Kentucky cancerns. No Kentucky liquor dealer may ship goods into a
local option town or county, but a
Tennessee liquor dealer is at liberty
to shtp his goods anywhere he pleases in Kentucky. Tile result has been
of no benefit to Kentucky local option communities, but it has helped
the Tennessee liquor business wonderfully, to the detriment of the
Kentucky wholesale trade.

F. IL FISHER, Presidio,.
M. Z. PAXTON. General Manger.
SUBSCRIPTION RATIO'S
'Motored at the postotilce at Peewee'.
K2.., as second class matter
Thu DAILY strir
$ .1')
carrier, per week
By mall, per month, in &draws .26
2.64
By mail, per year, in advance
THE WEEKLY SUN
paid-.81.00
Per year, by mail, postage
Prestnent Palmer's first official
address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky,
declaration that his influence will alSill
Phones
Third.
Odle% Ha south
ways be on the side of strict accountPayne a Young. Cluesge and New ability for the city's funds, is correpresentatives.
ork
f
by his past service. His
. THE SUN can be found at the tallow- roborated
y places:
idea of switching $1,0'st) from the
R. D. Clements 11 011.
silver service to the public library
Van Culin Bros.
Palmer House.
fund will appeal to the small taxJohn Wilhelm's.
payer as the idea of a wise and hon-

CHORDS GIRL IS
RIVER NEWS
ATTENDING TRIAL
4

......

1
11
II 7

iwiaweiho

River Stews,
Cairo
53.3 0.2
5.5 0.6
Chattanooga
40.9 13.1
Cincinnati
Evansville ...... .45.5 0.6
4:5 1.1
Florence
Johnsonville-Missing.
27.5 8.7
Louisville
2.4.5 0.5
Mt. Carmel
15.3 7.7
Nashville
4.5 1.3
Pittsburg
Davis Island Dam-Missing.
194 6.0
St. Louis
Mt. Vernon
48.4 0.1
Paducah
45.7 0.7
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Sits Beside Mrs. Thaw at the
Session Today

s i/nfiig MY/i-1
e
/'

Wife of Defendant Will Tell of Her
Relations With Stanford
White to Jury.

OUTfrfTtitS

- MEN'S AND BOY S at'AND BROADWAY/
PADUCAH. ICK'

fall .4
fall
rise

NOTE

WIL

IIE

Established 1868 •

IMPORTANT

New York, Jan. 28.- Wnen the
Thaw trial was resumed today May
McKeuzie, the chorus girl whose presence in court his caused consieerable comment, was in her accustomed
Nesbit
Mrs. Evelyn
place beside
Thaw. The work of securing a jury
was resumed. A new panel of talesmen was ordered

/

.

E
GREEN TAG SALE
,

With only one-tenth rise in the
Nat 34 'flours, rivermen are changing their expressions from despair to
hopefulness. The prospect of laid up
CincinIn
homeless
Ten thousand
boats getting back to business is inwaunder
houses
thousand
two
nati;
28.
JANU4RY
MONDAY,
jecting
some ginger into the atmosMeatEvansville
ter at Louisville;
rise from
43111()ULATION STATEMENT.
ened at the swirling flood; !Owens- phere of the wharf. The
mornMonday
to
morning
Saturday
$100,000;
of
:oss
a
over
December-1006.
crying
boro
3963 Shawneetown deserted, and Paducah ing was 0.7 the stage.being at 45.7.
17
3930
Defense. of Thaw.
Tom Kelly, watchman on toe
3921 high and dis- with only enough of
18
3890
1
Harry Thaw's defense for the kill3949 the surging tide to present an in- steamer -H.. W. Buttorffe was struck ing of Stanford White depends on a
19
3877
4
3926 eresting spectacle. Paducah is well In the head.by a fender on the boat tiny note which the young Pittsburg34
3868
1
and knocked 15 feet by the blow. It
3938 located.
21
3435
er is said to have intercepted while
cut a deep gash in his head. While
3939
29
3898
7
it was being passed by the architect
the boat was near Dover, Tenn., a
3939
24
3894
to Mrs: Evelyn Neebit Thaw at the
8
Efforts of Kansas representatives
toe
fender
3961 in congress to abolish the weather uoatinet tree limb lifted
28
10.........3874
Cafe Martin,efour hours before the
3925 department are like a man trying to up suddenly, freeing it from its po- shooting in Madison Square roof gar27
11.........1881
Kelly's
on
it
3932 put out the light to hide his blem- sition and dropping
28
den.
3927
12
3899 ishes from public view. The weather head.
will
29
3934
Witqnessets for the defense
13
Government Inspectors Green and
3888 department is in no way responsible
state that Harry Tnaw learned
11
3921
14
St. John finished Inspecting the Kit
3914
through this * note that Stanford
for the weather, whiskers or roosters
:5
Carson and the boat was passed eas97,921
White was still seeking to renew his
TotaJ
of Kansas.
Until next Saturday night, February 2, at 10
ily. The Kit Carson was coaling this
relationshjp with Evelyn, despite
Average for December, 1906 _3,917
morning and 1014 leave today for
o'clock. The sale has, thus far, proven the great&verage for December, 1905...3,740
Hearst will have no difficulty in Memphis, to tow . for the Patton pledge that 'ne woula not force his
est success of any sale ever given by this house,
attentions on the girl any more. It
finding plenty of leaders in each lo- Towing company,
will be developed that Thaw had exA
league.
Independence
his
for
cality
and justly so when the extremely low prices are
177
The inspection of the Mary MiIn oresse
an "angel" chael also was finished and that boat acted a promise from White not to
with
idea
revelutionary
me
before
appeared
Personally
considered.
annoy her with his attention and his
makes the mouths of the pissed.
this, Jan. 1 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- behind It
that
snow
to
endeavor
will
counsel
anticipation.
The impression seems to have been created
The Birmingham arrived from the
eral manager of The Sun,swhe af- demagogues water In
when Thaw learned of White's duHatchle river last night with three
firms that the above !statement of
a few that the select goods have been reamong
plicity be became filled with an allThe Colorado legislature is about barges of logs.
the circulation of The Sun for the
with
away
do
to
consuming desire
moved from our stock.
After taking on a good trip of tomonth of Dec., 19046, is true to the to pass a "press muzzier" similar to
the man who, in his opinion, was
But
Pennsylvania.
force
in
the
morning
in
one
this
left'
belief.
and
Buttorff
the
bacco,
knowledge
beet of his
seeking out his wife and harassing
THIS IS A MISTAKE
Colorado has no fine state house like at 12 o'clock "for Clarksville, having
PETER PURYEAR.
her with his advances. Evelyn NesPennsylvania.
arrived Sunday night from Nasbvtlle.
Notary Public.
bit Thaw, on taking the witness
Every Overcoat and Fancy Suit in Ihe House is
The Joe Fowler tame In Saturday
My commission expires January
stand in her husband's defense, will
Sunday
left
and
clock
09
at
night
atcalls
Wise men, when a fellow
Included in This Sale
32, 1948.
testify to all of her relationship %vita
tention to a pinhead protruding from morning at 3 o'clock for Evansville. White and. events which led up to
An engineer came down on the
point is
him, conclude that the
the shooting
Contains all Fancy Suits and Overcoats
Daily Thought.
Joe Fowler to go on the John Hopsticking In him.
ot 3 that sold up to $40.00
Pittsburg alleviate have been re"The force of great deeds rests on
kins. and that steamer will come up
small personal fidelities."
tained in the Thaw case and are
_____________... ....
now.
early this week.
Only dead men do not fight; but from Mound City
awaiting toe word to come to New
Chattanooga
from
arriving
Mail
Conditions ate shaping therrfeelves the wise man waits for a cause worth
Contains Suits and Overcoats
Joe Wheel- York to testify that the young miland an antagonist worth for officers of the steamer
for the Paducah board of health to fighting for
sold up to $20.00 now
that
U.
S1000
packet is near lionaire was, and has been for some
that
that
Indicates
er
to fits of temporary intake some drastic action in regard fighting with.
Paducah. No word has been receiv- time, subject
0
Contains Suits arid Overcoats that
sanity, accerdine to telegrams from
to sanitation about Paducah, and
ed at the wharfboat.
1
EPIDEMIC MILK-BORNE.
lot
city.
that
the words of the board are fair
up to $12.50 now_
sold
The City of Memphis will arriveDr. C. Wylie, one of the best
enough. Now for action. Members of
Immense practical Importance, as tomorrow morning from the Tennesknown alienists in Pittsburg, has
the board should not be discouraged well as considerable scientific value. see river.
These Prices Are Strictly for Cash.
in the case, and his
In the matter of garbage disposal. attaches to the discovery of tile EvanIt probably will be several days been consulted
sanonly
An incinerating plant is the
ston health authorities with regard yet before the Dick Fowler will be testimony is considered as showing
itary and safe method of disposing of to the probable origin of the scarlet able to run safely under the Cairo conclusively the mental condition of
the refuse of a large city. River fever epidemic. It seems that Genoa bridge.
I
With the Lee liners out, young Tnaw.
towns have grown too dependent on Junction and vicinity, whence car- there is no packet In the Cairo trade,
the rivers. They use the waters to loads of milk nave been shipped to except as far as Metropolis, which is
BURGLARS USE WAGON.
drink and they use tne waters to Chicago and Evanston, have been made daily by the George Cowling.
A white man and, boy' with a push
carri away their refuse. The situa- suffering, front a Mettler epidemic,
When the Clyde gets off the ways, cart, stole all the meat and flour
tion at the foot of Clay- street and and that among the suterers from practically a new steamer will have from Enbank's meat market on Boyd
the vicinty of Riverside hospital is the disease were drivers and other been built. Toe cabin is the only part street 'bet weep Sixth and Seventh
•
an object :esson In the practice of employes of a milk company.
that will not be rebuilt The tincer- streets, Saturday. They were Seen
mounts of f:od influence a city and
pure water of life.
west with glow of promise .
getting_ rid of things but dumping
It is (barged that there has been Lain winter weather will delay the going toward the river.
0. that this church down in toe bring thousands to the knowledge qt
Vigorous Life.
them in the nearest body of water. "criminal carelessness" somewhere, work, but with the Memphis no inthe valley, moaning about a little debt, "the trutl: as it is In Christ Jesus."
is robust on
(4) Health
"Out o sight, out of mind," is an though the milk company is not convenience to the Tennessee river
-Mr. John Curd and Miss Emma
mountain. How straining and weak- and tolling to see the light of day,
"0 Zion, thou that brl3geth good
adage, but one not meant for our "wholly to blame," according to trade will result.
Rawlings went to
Metropolis this
of tailings, get thee upon the high
ening is the valley life with its ma- would ascend to the mountain
guidance. It is more of a commenta- Health Officer Cruden. "as it unDan, the beautiful big yellow cat morning and were married.
laria; its strained nerves, aching divine promise, until she can prove mountain," with its ranges of faith ,
ry on a human weakness; and out of doubtedly received milk from sources at the wharfboat, died Friday night
muscles, and disturbed temper, and that "seek ye first the kingdom of and peaks of promise, amid which
sight and out of mind do not always where the disease prevailed without from what might be termed mono
WANTED-104) girls at once. in religion it has its fogs of doubt, God and His rignteousness, and all there is robust health for the soul,
mean out of smelling distance and knowing It
food. Dan ate little else than rats
unto and a view-entrancing vision to the
its dews of sorrow, and disappoint- these things shall ne added
out of danger.
At any rate, It is now regarded as and the single diet made him sick. Mergenthaler-Horton Basket Co.
." Then would our Zion on the spirit.
ment. Elijah down in the valley was you,
hlgnly probaele that our epidemic is He was several years olde and was
gloomy, despondent, and .weak, but
Socialists In Germany received a of the milk-borne kind. The meas- around the wharf when
the, old
Ceel sent him up into the mountain
stinging rebuke at the general elec- ures henceforth to be taken can be wnarfboat was there. Dan frequentand it made him strong again, and
/ion yesterday, and the government more direct, decisive. and purposeful.
steamers
but
the
on
medrerips
ly
he went his way to duly and peace.
was sustained, as al; governments Scientifically the discovery is import- always came back.
How many like Elijah are lying un-.
citipatriotic
by
sustained
ant for the reason that a complete
will be
The elargaret came in from the
der the juniper busn worn, wearied,
zens, when it comes to a question of investigation of the facts should fur- Tennessee river today with a tow for
and cast down. They are not bad, but
choosing between a vigorous na- nish new light on the general ques- the Ayer-Lord Tie company.
are sick at heart, and gloomy in
tional policy and permitting a back- tion of milk as an agency in
the
The Martha Hennen will leave this
(Continued from Third Page.)
view as was the great prophet. 4-low
ward step, tnat -will be humiliating. dissemination of scarlet fever.
week for Cincinnati with a tow of
well they would feel, how full of
The literature on the subject, as a staves.
The German emperor proved the
Pike's Peak, snow crowned, could be
hope would they be, If they would
quality of his statesmanship by ap- recent exce' nt summary and analyseen. Out to the west Gray's Peak,
only go up "into toe high mountain"
pealing to the country in this crisis sis by Dr. Alice Hamilton In The
BAD START FOR WEEK.
the tallest of all of these sentinels,
and catch a broader view of the inmore than by any other public act ArnerIcan Journal of the Medical
of
keeping guard over the vastness
fluence and power of the gospel of
of his. Sortalietic principles as a Sciences shows, is suggestive andfull, Iklaye ('ame. Illinois Central Men
the mounta.n solitude, rose majestic
asalvation.
moral force governing the attitude of but scarcely conclusive. Many reports
Much Trouble.
to the view. Eastward the foothills
The Skates which we carry are made with the
Individuals, and thereby influencing are based on insufficient evidence, or
The gloomy pPophets of evil, down
seemed to crouch at the feet of toe
,
governments for righteousness, le on a theory generally believed to be
utmost care And from the best of materials. This
Ill luck 11'm-eked the Sabbath for mighty mountain
and then in the valley, complain that the
range
one thing, and retroactive socialism, erroneous- namely, that a certain' the Minnie Central road. Following
is vowing worse, and
world
that
description tells you much but the Skates themthe brown plain seemed to roll away
which would palsy the hand of a na- disease in cows is capable of causing close on delays from high water, dethe church Is less forceful, would
like a mighty' eea, broken into biltell you far more.
selves
In lays from other sources made railtion is another, and this is a lesson scarlet fever in human beings
see from the mountain the world
lows, and then the far off mists setSocialists and other political reform- England the physicians and health roaders feel their lot a hard one, inand
loving
more
growing
tenderer.
tled to mark the limit of human viIttiNNERS-Miide of carefully selected Hicarbon Steel,
officers too readily attribute any lo- deed. Train, No. 121, from Louisers would do well to cogitate.
in ministry, while physical, men(al
ion, and 'nide the rest. As the evencal epidener of scarlatina to contam- •Ille to Fulton. Was an hour late.-Its
and moral agencies are being multibroad at base, Hollow ground.
extra
crept
the
int
shadows
on
stole
ing
There is something appealingly inated milk. and their reports often engine was cleaned at Inc pit and
plied for the uplifting of the race,unFOOT PLATES-Made from tested Homogeneous Steel.
out over the plain like scouts of the
business like In the announcement Ignore the proper rules of evidence. sent to the chute for coal. En route
der the lifting influence of the Christ
night, and then In the eat the stars
Shaped to conform to foot. Owing to its peculiar construction
that Engineer Stevens will have en- In continental Europe the physicians the draft "turned over" the fire and
The church is widening her area of
came out like great lamps lighted by
it is the lightest, and at the same time the most rigid in the
tire charge of the Panama canal op- are more critical but the view that smothered it, "killing" the ermine.
toll and cultivation, while means are
unseen han Is; wnlle ,n the west the
world.
erations hereafter. The end of the Infection can be and ltas been con- Instead of leaving at 6:15 o'clock
multiplied for carrying on the work,
sunshine lingered as a herald prommilk-which Is a
of
signs
promise
while
CLAMPS-Are made of tuted Homogeneous Steel. The
civil regime u of paramount Import- veyed through
cheering
the
with the Paducah -Cairo atcommoda- ising another day.
has good culture medium for the scarlet tion train, the engine was not gotten
ance is over. Theodore Shonts
and
In
every
clime
seen
every
are
heel clamps are of extra height. "Diamond Edge" Skates
The
the
Then came night, and then
has tina virus-is generally accepted. In
yellow
fever
that
shown
ready until an 'sour later and. she morning dawned, beautiful, in her zone and the song of 'God's advancwill "STAY ON" no matter how badly the heel may be worn.
have this cotvery there are many who left at 7:25 o'clock. While prepareradicated, .s towns
ing host comes to us wafted on eiery
been
gauze nf cloud, overhanging her robe
The toe clamps are of the improved, self-adjusting pattern,
the s
built,
railroad still question toe fact itself.
been
ing to pull out a freight train broke of ever changing tints of light, and breeze.
which planes the runner in the center of the foot. Just the
Dr.
conclusion
reached
by
Thp
line put In shnee. the macnInery
Wise men, as never before, are
In.two and canoed further delay. then-well the soul became lost in
for BuRDog Shoes
thing
made ready anti all the preliminaries Hamilton is that a !alp number of This morning the''fast Louisville- the mountain view, and rose to an- pouring their gifts at the feet Of the
LEVER-Positive los.k. Will not jar iodNe
to inch a glgantin undertaking com- reports of milk-borne outbreaks of Memphis passenger train
was de- other mountain unseen by human living Christ, wntle the little leaven
pleted. In such a work preparation Scarlet fever are "above criticism" layed ,-over' seven hours by, conneceyes, and In the sunrise of glorious of Aptwitellc days has well nigh leavIs as necessary as the actual digging and "apparently prove" that milk, "is tigiii-elth the B. & 0. road at Louisnations
hope worshipped God Inset:Macy and ened the whole lump of the
of the canal. erre of course, must the most ftequent agent of Indirect ville. '
higher
of the mountain view. Thous- of the worlk as the light of
joy
come first Now tile work Is the kind InfeetIon In this disease."
dwelling in the valley* of civilizattion glide valley and mounands
are
t
for a skilled engleeer with executive pTI the milk supplied from Genoa
who only tain top with the glow of coming trisouls
YOU IION"T HIVE TO eV•i!
religion._ splendid
to
was
exposed
vicinity
and
to
Junction
ability. It Is up 'o Mr. Stevens
Every dos, maker yoe feel better. SiL Po• need to "get up unto tit* high- moue- amps. Are.you gloOilly and sick, upprove "nimeelf. illeteS're off at Pana- the centaglon of scarlet fever, the kewr• your whole 'aside. right. Sold on 04
lain" view of God, of numanIty. and tit discouraged Ton do nothing lo
moot Important feature 'or condition sioney.back plats evervwher• Pt-tee foo rots.
ma!
work, in which
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night, between the hours of
SATURDAY
8 and 10, we had a number of tele-

phone calls, each asking the same question:

Will the Green Tag Sale Continue Next Week?

I

We therefore realize that some are in doubt,'
and in answer wish to state that, as advertised

The Green Tag Sale Will Continue

L

•

•

•

$15.00

Lot 2

MOUNTAIN PEAKS
OF CHRISTIANITY

A Word About Our Skates

75c to $2.50

L. W. Henneberger Co., Inc.

0

TIM PApITCAH EVENING SUN.

MONDAY. JANCARI 28.

Rucht, 9hillips

`do.

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

219-223 Broadway.

borhood, are the guests st Mrs..Rovie
Sneed, of Tenneseerilsteeet.
Mr. William Dicki has recovered
from an attack of chicken pox.
MI's. S. S. Sales, of Pittsburg, Is
visiting her sister, Mrs. J Benedict,
of North Seventh street.
Col. G. W. Landrane of Smithland, is in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lucas returned from Wing° this morning, after a
visit to the former's parents.
Stipervisor William MeNamara, of
the Louisville division of the Illinois
Central, was in the city today on

4IN THE COURTS +

HENS WILL LAY

Circuit court.
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Lal D. Threikeld, of Smithland judgment for $148.23. • •
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charming effect. The place cards
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F. G. Rudolph, ciiiiintittee for Oc
were an especially pretty feature of
down early Tuesday aud get your choice
Mr. Roscoe Reed returned tocla tavia Hughes, Minnie Walker end
were sometning
the luncheoni'and
If fed properly
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out of the usual order. They were all
Mr. Hoyle Sneed and his sister, allowances.
figures in miniature, representing a Miss Maggie Sneed, spent Sunday in
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other
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cakes were iced with roses
City, Mo.
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Martha Davis, Mrs. William Booten
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Scott;
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of Denver; Mrs. John
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Harry and Jonas Smith, colored.
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Mrs S. V Davis, formerly of this
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held under a bond of $300 each
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WANTED — Stenographer
city, dropped dead at the residence
cutting.
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malicious
typewriter, either man or lady. Ad-:
Dance' List on for Thursday Night. of her sister Mrs. Charles Cardwell,
Other cases: Tom Lutz, drunk and
dress Emerson Floating theater, city.
The list for the dance to be given at Madisonville, Ky., Saturday even$14) and costs; Mitchell
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points her executrix without bond
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Horses Will Pull
Cows
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Hogs Win- Fatten
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9er Ziard

Hart has the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
makes them all do their level best
for U. Try it. It's cheap but good.
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EXTEND COMMERCE
L. & N. CHANGES PINE BARK USED
TO BAKE BREAD TO FOREIGN LANDS
PLAN FOR ROUTE

STOP WOMAN
AND CONSIDER
First, that almoet every operation
in our hoepitale performed upon
women, becomes necessary because
of neglect of such symptoms as
Backache, Irregularities, Displacements. Pain in the Side, Dragging
Sensations. Dizziness and Sleeplessness.
Second, that Lydia E. Pinkhanes
Vegetable Compound, made from
native roots and herbs, has cured
more cases of female ills than any
other one medicine known. It regulates, strengthens and restores women's health and is invaluable in
preparing women for child-birth and during the period of Change
of Life.
on
Third, the great volume of unsolicited and grateful testimonials
file at the Pinkharn Laboratory at Lynn. Mass., many of which are from
evitime to time being published by special permiseion, gave absolute
dence of the value of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Mrs.
lainkham's advice.
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TO LET
Several superior offices: on second -And
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electrit elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.

Will Build From Providence Makos Healthful and 'Nour- Plan of Convention Held at
Washington Recently
ishing Food
Through to Paducah
Excellent Ideas Advanced :and
Will Miss Marion and Come By Way Kamschatkans Macerate thy Inner Some
Facts Brought Out
Important
Without
and
Bake
in
Water
Bark
of Prilleettna and Run to
By ,Speakers.
Flour.
Metropolis, Ill.

LATEST

REPORT FROM

WORK. CONSUMPTION UNKNOWN THERE SHOPKEEPER

OF

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women

lf

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

THE WORLD.
Is

Washington, Jan. 25. — Uncle
Sam is to be the shop keeper of the
world. More taan 1200 leading busiFor more than 30 years has been Curing Female Complaints,
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FINAL REDUCTIONS IN MEN'S SUITS AND OVERCOATS
The New Store that has blazed the way to the greatest clothing bargains
ever offered the people, now offers you still greater inducements preparatory to invoicing and in order to gain room for Spring Goods.
Men's

$2.50

Negligee

Colored

Shirts

Now

$1.60
celebrated

The

Bates

Street Shirts, the finest
make on the market-all
exclumive and confined patterns.. Every size.
Men's

$3 00

Negligee

Colored

Shirts

Now

$2.10
Our own Importations in
%%oven Madras and Percales. Patterrer that are
different. The very flnest
fabriee

We've promised the public new stocks each season. This policy must
be maintained. We're now preparing to invoice. We don't want a
suit or overcoat on hand that price can move, hence this final -reduction.
These suits and overcoats included in-this sale are all that's left of our
entire new stock-blacks,blues, raincoats and all. There are not all sizes in.
every lot, but there are plenty to pick from, and a size and a bargain for
every man that comes early. Winter weather has just begun and this
sale offers you the opportunity to buy for now as welldas next season, at
a saving of 25, 35 and 45 per cent. No other house has ever done this
for you before. Remember the New Store stands alone

Alwaysfor the People

s
Men
'

$1.50

Colored

Shirts

Negligee

Now

$1.10
All new patterns plaited
01 soft

bosoms-cuffs

tached

or

at-

detached-all

sizes and sleeve lengths.

'
s
Men

$2.00

Negligee

Colored

Shirts

Now

$1.35
Fine i mported fabricsexcellent for
summer

spring

wear.

pleated bosom.

and

Sett

or

All sizes.

ALL MEN'S SUITS AND OVERCOATS NOW DIVIDED INTO THREE LOTS
Bear in mind that we give you choice of all our stock, absolutely new and fresh; you are not limited in your selection to a
few odds and ends of carried over stock that is shelf worn and out of date---the kind that some houses offer you---in this
sale you can select from the entire stock---and every Suit and Overcoat is new and of a dependable quality.

Lot No. 1

Lot No. 2

Lot No. 3

Contains all Men's Suits and Overcoats that sold for $15.00 and $12.50;
as long as they are here, your fit and
choice in the lot for

Includes $25,00, $22.00 and $20.00
Suits and Overcoats. We don't want
to carry them over and intend to close
out. They go at, choice

All finest $40, $35 and $30 Suits and
Overcoats, the remainder of the handsomest clothing ever shown in Pliducah, choice

$8.40
tiftStal UNDERWEAR

ni1e
eleesesee ee.eeeeee eisepewear $1.110 Itbe garment, also Nor- Inge emit lure le eerie *1 ascribe ess4ereumr,$1.U1 the garOr* .441.441 re.
$1.20
as 4 54 Woos eindliormear $2 oo the garment,
41111.i.
$1.30
'mos,• esratoil shirts and drawers
• $1.10
114450
tetree'Item' PI gee Ile Ilartneateassr
:seams *aim
as. tiawebirlabable $4.40 plant%
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woo
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masa tem groligvai ger *prise wear.
...mot • essuposir boagAta siblierwear fleece lined $1.00 torment,
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le* riellset Safe silidersear In tan and brown, excellent
-.Awe. •
apmeenetas Omer rat te
7:Se
Ss .res rir.•se aarrael hat eatierwear. $1.25 garment
9111e
s.4. liardro.054, $1 id garment reduced now
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$13.15 $18.00

Men's and Youths' Pants at
a Reduction

Boys' and Children's Suits
and Overcoats

$2.'40 Pants reduced to

$10.06 Suits mei Overcoats

$7.50

$8.5e Suits and Overcoats

$11.38

$3.,00 Pants reduced to

$2 eei

$3.50 Pants reduced to

$7.5-0 Suits and Overcoats

an.03

$5.00 Pants reduced to

$6.51,) Suits and Overcoats

$1.58

$6.ou Pants reduced to

$4.50

$7.50 Pants reduced to
$8.50, Pants reduced to

These
Reduced
Prices Are
Cash to All

$5.00 Suits and Overcoats

$3.75

$3.00 suits

and Overcoats

$2.25

$2.50 Stilts and Overcoats

g I.88

L. Hooke
/Ave BOW k
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These
Reduced
Prices Are
Cash to All

Men's White and
Fancy Vests
at Prices That Will
Appeal to You
Men's $1.50 white and fancy Vests now

$1.15

Men's $2.00 white and fancy Vests now

$1151)

Men's $3.50 white and fancy Vests now

*2.60

Men's $5.00 white and fancy Vests now

$3.75

Men's $6.50 white and fancy Vests now

$-1440

Men's $7.50 white and fancy Vests now

$5.65
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THE. NEW STOKE BLAZES THE WAY--WATCH THE OTHERS TRAILrush, but he's probably lost the little
knack Or saying. "Sense me" when
ne hits a clippie and knocks him
catty-cornered. Experience in the
terrible crowded hour of noon on
Neiman street may have taught him
how to eat faster; but It's likely he's
forgotten altogether how to digest.
Ills chest measure has increased, but
his disposition
has shrunk.
The
property has acquired a fresh coat of
nhellae In front but the interior furnishings need repair. lie has more
gold in his teeth and leas use for the
teeth. He used to eat three fullsized meals a day and top off with
seven or eight applels and half a peck
of cracked hickory nuts just before
ritiving. Now he has a swallow for
breakfast, a brat) for lunch, a guessing contest et a table d'hote place for
einner and a dyspepsia tablet every
hallotir during tne evening.
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JOY OF POSSESSION.
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following
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certain
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stght, hearing , smell,
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when.
he
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thinking
with
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The
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more
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